University of Phoenix
Stadium, Media Center

Chil-Pak proudly provides cooling to the Super
Bowl XLIX Conference MediaCenter.
Chil-Pak Mark-III units are designed to
perform eﬃciently and reliable.
The luxurious Glendale Media Center was created with
wraparound windows and outdoor rooftop platforms for

Chilling out Sports
Media

backdrops of mountains, the nearby stadium, and it's

The university of Phoenix Stadium in
Glendale, Ariz., has been the subject
of media hype since its opening in
2006 with such events as the Super
Bowl and its designation as one of the
“10 most impressive sports facilities in
the Globe”. To help with the hype, the
nearby media center was created.
One challenge was to create comfort
cooling in a part of the country with
frequent 100˚F or warmer days. A
system was specified to seize the
opportunity of the year round low
humidity to reduce energy
consumption that was also a compact
and reliable fully integrated piece of
equipment. A packaged central plant
from Chil-Pak was selected and
installed at the site. The equipment
was commissioned in 2006 right on
schedule for Super Bowl XLII. It has
continually provided cooling and is
now ready to chill-out the facility for
Super Bowl XLIX.
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neighboring Hockey League arena. There is more than
40,000 sq.ft. of space to accommodate hundreds of media
types. The University of Phoenix Stadium is the centerpiece
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of the promotion focus that includes a media center with a
unique cooling central plant.
The Glendale Media Center packaged central plant by ChilPak was designed with a variable primary flow system (VPF
circuit design). It included an active type water side
economizer that allows a combination of cooling with

Mark III Chil-Pak main
system components:
2 220 ton Carrier Screw 30HXC
chiller units.
Dual cell Evapco AT cooling tower
with variable speed fans.
2 Armstrong Chilled Water pumps,
4280 series with variable speed ABB
Drives.

cooling tower and supplemental cooling with an electric
chillers. In addition to this, the condenser water loop comes
with a chiller supply water tempering system that allows a
smooth transition from 100% economizer to partial
economizer cooling mode. The controls software program
enables optimization of condenser water set point based on
outdoor wet bulb condition and actual cooling load. The
controls are web based to allow remote monitoring of
system performance.

2 Armstrong Condenser Water
pumps, 4280 Series.
1 Active type water side economizer
plate and frame heat exchanger by
Mueller.
GE Spectra Series Electrical power
distribution system.
Control Package by Delta controls.
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